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At Home Edition
Stressed Out?
By Sara Bioff

Society is currently facing some very stressful situations. We are dealing with predicaments such as the Covid pandemic,
being stuck at home with our annoying families, and the immense amount of homework our teachers are giving us. All of that
together could be too much for some young kids, who already go through stressful situations. How do we balance all of these
worrisome issues?
Take care of yourself! Taking care of your mental health is the first way to completely make sure you can achieve
anything properly. Some possibilities to do this are getting good sleep (which I know is difficult), drinking water, eating
properly, exercising, and maybe even meditating. I know it sounds silly, but meditation is actually an amazing way for you to
focus on the now and clear your mind. I asked, junior, Imari Bright what her favorite way to help her mental health was and she
said, “I sleep, and when I wake up I feel a little better.”
A piece of advice that might help you survive is, “Take everything one step at a time.” Things can sometimes build up
and when you look at it, it could make you crumble with anxiety thinking of all the tasks you have to complete. Instead of trying
to over-extend yourself, try and just focus on one thing at a time. Then eventually, it becomes more clear with that mentality
that you can accomplish anything. You just have to have the right mindset.
It is very understandable that it would be easier to just slack off and not face all the work you have to do, but in the end,
where will that get you? With all this time on your hands, you may as well just do it, for the sake of your well-being. Things
may be strenuous now, but think of a time in the future when this is all over, do you really want to look back on yourself and
see that you just did nothing in your life. No! So get off your phone and do some work for your mental health! Remember we
are all in this together.

Saint Nick’s
Eggnog Recipe

More Music, Less Stress

Ingredients:
6 Large eggs
¼ Cup sugar
¼ Teaspoon salt
4 Cups whole milk
1 Teaspoon of vanilla
12 Cinnamon sticks for garnish

release some stress? Take some time to relax and enjoy your
Christmas by listening to some of these breathtaking songs.

By Bode Leeper

By Caden Hanebuth

Do you want to enlighten your Christmas spirit and
All I Want For Christmas Is You by Mariah Carey
The Little Drummer Boy by Bing Crosby
Christmas (Baby Please Come Home) by Darlene Love
Little Saint Nick by The Beach Boys
Do They Know It's Christmas? by Band Aid II

Directions:
1. Beat eggs, sugar and salt in a large heavy saucepan
until blended. Stir in 2 cups of milk.
2. Cook over low heat, stirring constantly but gently, until
the mixture is just thick enough to just coat a metal
spoon with a thin film and temperature reaches 160°F,
about 15 minutes. Do not allow it to boil. Remove from
heat immediately.
3. Stir in remaining 2 cups milk and vanilla. Refrigerate,
covered, until thoroughly chilled, several hours or
overnight.
4. Serve and enjoy!

Santa Tell Me by Ariana Grande
Rockin’ Around The Christmas Tree by Brenda Lee
Jingle Bell Rock by Bobby Helms
Feliz Navidad by Jose Feliciano
Holly Jolly Christmas by Michael Buble
It’s the Most Wonderful Time of the Year by Andy Williams
Let It Snow, Let It Snow, Let It Snow by Dean Martin
Baby, It’s Cold Outside by Brett Eldredge & Meghan Trainor
Sleigh Ride by The Ronettes
It’s Beginning to Look a Lot Like Christmas by Michael Buble
Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas by Sam Smith
Santa Claus is Coming to Town by Michael Buble

Christmas Customs
by Stephan Anderson

We all know that December is packed with so many different holidays.
There’s Kwanza, Hanukkah, and a diverse list of days of festivity that are
celebrated across the globe. As you all may know, Christmas is right around the
corner; this means we are losing sunlight but gaining illuminations from the
festive ornateness around town. I encourage you to safely gander at all the
Christmas decorations around town soon, they’re getting better and better each
year!
We can go on and on about the doo-dahs and knick-knacks, but I am here to talk about the religious background of not only
Christmas but other famed commemorations of Christmas. Shout out to the man himself, J.C., for being born on December 25th. Jesus is
said to be the reason we celebrate Christmas. I’m not sure why we give presents on Christmas, but I’ve read that the Christain view is
to remember the gifts given from the Wise Men to Jesus or to remember that Jesus is the real gift to the world.
The Hindus have a set of days close to Christmas called Pancha Ganapati; it is a five-day holiday that celebrates Ganapati (also
known as Ganesha), the elephant-headed god of culture and new beginnings. As I mentioned
earlier, Hanukkah is celebrated by the Jews: Hanukkah is an eight day festival celebrating the
small Jewish army defeating the Greek army and taking the Holy Temple in Jerusalem back.
With only one cruse of olive oil left, the menorah in the Holy Temple was lit for eight days,
giving us the eight days of Hanukkah.
Along with different religions having different celebrations,
many of the cultures across the globe have their own ways of
caroling. For example, the Italians have a witch called La Befana
that uses a broomstick to deliver presents to the good kids. In
Ukraine, there is a legend of a poor family decorating their
Christmas tree with spider webs and the web turns into gold. Ukrainians are still decorating their trees
with spider webs to this day.
The list gets longer and weirder, but hey, maybe we’re the lameos with no Christmas spirit. I
assume that going to church on Christmas Eve is a main tradition, but not everyone is Christain. As of
now, the observance of Christmas I value the most is eating dinner with family, all at one table.
There are so many different ways to let loose this time of year, however if you do celebrate
please keep in mind that there is a global pandemic we are still fighting. I know this stuff is tiring, all of
us students can agree with that in one way or another. Stay safe and stay jolly.

Song Dedications:

Christmas Edition

By Alicyn Bahnke & Minnie Clark
To: The Pedantic Virtuosi (aka Ad. Art)
Song: “I Put A Spell On You” by Creedence Clearwater
Revival
Message: I think the song says it all...
From: Ms. D-Bomb
To: Finney
Song: "[Finney] and the Jets" by Elton John
Message: "[You're] so weird and [you're] wonderful"
From: Ya gurl
To: Everyone
Song: “Secrets” by OneRepiblic
Message: You don't need to fear what you hide
From: Anonymous
To: My couch
Song: “All I want for Christmas Is You” by Mariah Carey
From: Secret Admirer
To: Anyone
Song: “Jingle Bell Rock” by Bobby Helms
Message: Merry Chrysler
From: A to the D to the D to the I to the S to the O to the N
To: All the teachers
Song: “Deck the Halls With Gasoline”
Message: It’s funny but if you want, just do regular deck the
halls
From: Anonymous

To: Couier Nichols
Song: “Sweet dreams (Are made of this)” by the Eurythmics
Message: I hope you are doing well Big Carmel
From: Brother Yimmy
To: Sans Nashalook
Song: “Flip Reset” by Kaskade and Will K
Message: You'll hit one eventually just keep practicing in
freeplay
From: NRG Garrett G
To: To All Teachers and Students
Song: “Joy to the World”
Message: Please pick someone who is joyful to sing it. Merry
Christmas to you all. Be safe. We miss you all.
From: Kavinaluk
To: Anyone
Song: “When Christmas Comes to Town” by Meagan Moore
Message: Hope You Have Wonderful Holidays!
From: Kenosha (Kosha, Keosha, ETC)
To: Those who don't celebrate these holidays
Song: “All I Want for Christmas” by Lucas King
Message: ~Gothic Orchestra~
From: Molly
To: Albertson
Song: “Toxic” By Britney Spears
Message: I wanted to ~spice up~ the song dedications, and
when’s the last time anyone actually listened to this song? Lol
From: Banks

Happy Listening Y’all

Truthsgiving

By Amber Otton, NACTEC CTE Teacher

I was moved by an article in the last edition of Nanook News to
respond to the readers with a question. When you look at this photo,
what do you see?
From a typical American perspective, I am sure you see sharing, a
gathering of abundance, and a unified community. As a Native woman, I
see several concerning items:
● A serious separation of Native Americans on the ground with the
dogs and White people seated at the table.
● Armed guards throughout the gathering, perhaps anticipating
violence.
● Only Native men are being served, while the only Native woman
pictured is being guided by a White woman as if she cannot find
the gathering feast on her own.
● No Native children.
Many American’s celebrate this holiday with a narrative that completely disregards the Native perspective. On
Thanksgiving Day, many Native Americans gather above Plymouth Rock for their National Day of Mourning. Many Native
Americans use this day to practice gratitude and come together to pass on knowledge by way of traditional food sharing and a
retelling of their shared history.
I only just learned about the real Thanksgiving within the last year, and I hope by sharing this Indigenous perspective and
taking on this national holiday, that you can investigate the narratives you learn, see, and read about on a day to day basis. Look
around you. Who do you see? Whose stories are being suppressed? Whose stories are being uplifted? What can you do to
uplift Native voices and stories?
● Take time to learn Native American history recounted by Native Americans.
● Look at what Native Americans are doing today to reclaim their culture.
● Get to know people from different backgrounds to understand their culture.
● Interview elders.
Indigenous youth across America are reclaiming the truth of this holiday, and you can explore what is being done to see
how our own community can acknowledge our shared history. Start HERE. Native people are resilient, and the culture is alive
and rich in our region. I encourage every reader, young or old, to take time to learn about the land we live on. Acknowledge
Native voices and perspectives, and question everything!

Staying Active From Home
By Paris Hebel

Although it may seem like you have to sacrifice your
physical health during these tough times that is simply not
true. You don’t have to stay inside, or in your room to social
distance from the public. Fortunately here in Nome we don’t
have bustling streets packed with people so taking a walk can
be easily done while social distancing.
Winter time activities such as hunting and
snowmaching are also great ways to get outside if you have
the means. If you are looking to get stronger, even while the
gym is closed, pushups, situps and squats all just take a little
bit of space to do. If you find it difficult to remember to get
out of the house try making a schedule, and build in a time to
take a walk, or set a reminder on your phone.
Encourage your family members to do activities with
you so you don’t have to be the only one to remember.
Obviously these aren’t the only things you can do to be active
so think outside the box, and find your own ways to get
outside the house. Find something exciting, or something you
are passionate about to do outside.

The Best Christmas Movies
By Karis Evans

🎄

Are you bored? Do you want something to do to pass
the time but also spend some quality time with your family? I
have an idea for you! I made a list of the best Christmas movies
to watch this holiday season. I even ordered them from my
most favorite to least favorite. Happy Holidays!
Home Alone
The Grinch (newer/older version)
Elf
The Polar Express
The Christmas Chronicles 1& 2
Jack Frost
Disney’s A Christmas Carol
Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer
A Christmas Story
A Christmas Tree Miracle
48 Christmas Wishes
The 12 Dogs of Christmas
Get Santa
Prancer
I’ll Be Home for Christmas
Christmas with the Kranks
Jingle All The Way

Voices From the Past
By Karis Evans

Luckily, I got an interview with someone that was a student in the first freshman class of William E. Beltz Vocational
School. Frank Alvanna, originally from Koyuk, lived in the boy’s dormitory on the North portion of ACSA. The other part was
the girl’s dorms. At the time, he was brought here because his mother wanted him to go to high school and there weren’t any
high schools in rural villages. Due to this, children had to attend boarding schools if they wanted to go to highschool. William
E. Beltz just started the year that he attended so that students in the region could go to highschool. There was a local high
school, Nome High school, located in the grassy field by Old St. Joes. The boarding school often played sports against the local
high school. There was not a gym in the building, but they had access to the armory gym. His experience was a change from a
small community to a high school where he got close to a lot of students from different areas. He was grateful to meet a lot of
people from Alaska, and experience adaptation to the Western culture. Some of his favorite memories include dances in the rec
hall, basketball games, gatherings, and a lot of activity games that aren’t normally experienced in the villages. The tunnel was
what connected the dorms to the school and worked very well. It gave them access to the cafeteria and school without having to
go outside. It was especially helpful during storms and was actively used. Frank was happy he got to attend high school, his last
words were that he misses his friends but has great memories that he will cherish forever.
I also got the perspective of a teacher, Delores Orman. An Alaska job fair held in California is what brought Mrs. Orman
to Nome. After accepting the teaching job through the phone, her family flew here. They stayed in the staff apartments & only
planned on being here for one school year (9 months) but ended up staying for 18 years. Even after they left one of their
children, Angela Hansen, decided to stay. Delores believes Nome is a very beautiful place and has her grandchildren still
remaining here. She said it was a pleasant place but grew weary of the darkness. She taught art and home economics, and her
favorite part of being in Nome was that people were very nice and friendly. She taught for seven years and started at the high
school then after having children went back to teach art at the elementary school. She stated that most teachers were far from
home and didn’t have much family nearby so they were all very close and on Friday nights they held a “movie night” together
or went out to eat once a month. Orman enjoyed that it wasn’t so crowded and loved her high school students. Some useful
advice she gave was, treat everyone fairly and with respect. In art, she emphasized ways to respect other people's property and
not to destroy or ruin it. Her last comment was that it was a very good time for them and they enjoyed outdoor activities like
snow machining. She has many friends here and still connects with them and communicates through the phone or writing
letters. She loved the people here, especially that they acted like family and would care for her children like they were their
own.

Christmas Expenses

Seasonal Sadness

By Minnie Clark

By Sharla Kalerak

Seasonal Affective Disorder (SAD) is commonly known
as seasonal depression. If you have SAD during winter it is
usually caused by “your biological clock” which alerts your
body that your sunlight level is slowing, or it can also be
affected by your serotonin and melatonin levels. SAD is most
common in those who have blood relatives with the same
disorder and it was passed down. Or if you live far away from
ecember is the time of the year when everyone
the equator which we do. So some of y’all may be experiencing
decorates their houses. Either full on decked out or just simple seasonal depression and here are some tips that may help you
things like a Christmas tree. We have all seen the wonderful
cope with it.
light decorations that are both inside and outside.
As you know, this is one of the busiest holidays of the
★ Light therapy
year with buying gifts, decorations, and BILLS. The bills
★ Stay active
during this time of the year cause expenses to be high. The
★ Cut unhealthy habits out
average consumer spends about $1,000 on gifts rather than
★ Meditate
food or decorations. In the year 2018 Americans spent about
★ Stay connected and do not fold
$730.2 billion dollars on Christmas.
into your sadness
The utility bills of this month are roughly about $500.
Trees tend to sell for $20-$1,000, depending on if you get a
With quarantine and everything happening within the
fancy one. Christmas lights sell for $3.99-$50.99. Outside
pandemic remember to check on the ones you love as they may
lights tend to cost more than the ones that go on the tree.
be struggling. As Micheal Jordan once said, “Always turn a
Ornaments go for $2.99-$300. The bundles and more fragile
negative situation into a positive situation.” Even though your
ones go for more. Family cards at $0.99-$150. So, if you
situation may suck try your best to find something to be
would like to spend less, create budgets and track your
positive about. We’re gonna get through this together! One day
expenses! Have a wonderful holiday season and don’t feel
at a time.
like you have to spend a ton of money to spread some holiday
cheer.

D

Postsecondary Restaurant
By Caroline Proulx

Trying to answer the question of what you want to do after high school is kind of like
ordering a meal from a restaurant. Let’s explore this metaphor….
If you don’t have a menu, it’s hard to know what to order. Maybe you end up ordering what
your friend is getting because that’s the only thing you know. Maybe your friend has great
taste and you end up loving your meal. Or maybe your friend ordered a five-cheese macaroni
and cheese and you’re lactose intolerant. That meal is not a good fit for you! Look at the
bottom of this article for your postsecondary menu. I want to make sure you’re making an
informed decision!
Let’s say you’ve taken a look at the postsecondary menu below. Maybe you can narrow it down to two or three options,
but you don’t know which one you want. Guess what, they’re all great options! It’s definitely possible that you could have a
great experience in the military or at college. Or maybe you know generally what you want to order, but not the specifics.
Maybe you want tacos, but you don’t know if you want fish, chicken, beans, or tofu in that taco.
Maybe you know you want to go to college but you’re not sure which college. Talk with someone
who’s ordered that meal and ask them what they thought. Would they recommend that meal to you?
Or ask your waiter (I’m the waiter in this metaphor. It’s my metaphor and I can be whoever I want).
I’ve seen lots of people pick lots of meals. I can tell you what they did and did not like about them.
What about price? If you only have $5, your options are going to be limited when you’re
dining out. Thankfully, there are LOTS of resources available to help you pay for your postsecondary meal. Think of it as the
person in front of you paying for your order. Hopefully, someday you’ll be in a position to pay for the person in line behind
you. In the meantime though, don’t worry *too* much about the price. I’ll help you make sure you have gift cards (scholarships
and grants) in your wallet before you have to pay.
What if you don’t like what you order? Don’t worry. If you don’t like what you pick, you can always send it back to the
kitchen and order a new meal. However, those who stick with what they order are more likely to finish their meal first. Also,
ordering lots of meals could get pricey. But here at this restaurant, we want to make sure you go home happy and full.
Did you save room for dessert? You can always add on more education! Have an associate’s degree but hungry for more
knowledge? Go for your Bachelor’s degree afterward! Finish your bachelor’s? Go for a master’s or even a Ph.D.! Yes, desserts
at restaurants are overpriced, but they’re pretty sweet, too!
Without further ado, I give you your postsecondary menu:

Small Plates (2 years or less):
-AVTEC
-Job Corps
-Occupational endorsements
and certificates from a
university
-Associate degree from a
university

-On the job training
-Other training opportunities
(hairdresser, truck driver,
welder, construction worker,
pilot)

Side Dishes:
-National Guard (a great
compliment to the main
meal of working or going to
school)

Main Course (4-6 years):
-Bachelor’s degree

-Military (comes with the
option to add on an
additional meal after you
finish your first)

Desserts (unlike real life, you have to order and finish
-Apprenticeships (This is
where my metaphor starts to
fall apart...work to pay off
your meal while you eat it?)

the main meal before ordering a dessert. This restaurant
runs on mom rules):
-Post Baccalaureate
certificates
-Master’s degree
-Medical doctor degree
(MD)

-Other professional degrees
(Social workers, lawyer,
licensed therapist, licensed
teacher)
-Academic Doctor (Ph.D.)

Stay Positive, Test Negative
by Sharbuck and Minnie Taco and Steph

When you first get a new puppy, you might expect it to understand every command you give and to furnish
the respect you want. This sounds like a simple strategy but dogs sadly don’t work like that. You have to mold them
into the bestfriend you want and need by resiliently repeating phrases like “sit” or “be quiet.” There will be days
when they listen and days when you don’t want to deal with them; this is totally understandable. If you think about
it, being organized is a lot like training a puppy. Both are important for your needs and both can make life a lot
more docile in ways we have yet to explore.
For all of the ACSA Alumni, you may remember doing goal sheets with Mrs. Leeper. This was honestly one of
my favorite things to do while at the charter school; the goal sheets kept me focused with whatever my goal was.
The sheets had a calendar of the current quarter on the front and the back side had space for you to describe your
goal and what it meant to you. Personally, having one of these hung up in my room would be super motivating
especially since all I do at home is stare at my phone and avoid doing homework. Having to write the whole quarter
out is a lot of work, especially when it is done by hand. If you are thinking about adopting this practice, you don’t
have to do the whole quarter. For now make one for this upcoming week and tackle your work day by day.
I’m sure all of y’all are struggling with time management; trust me I know I am too. I think just getting up and
forcing ourselves to get our face out of our phones and to organize our spaces a bit would be the perfect little boost
of motivation to get our homework done. If your workspace is your room make sure it is very organized to give
you that professional feeling. Staying organized and clean will keep you less stressed with at least one less thing to
worry about.
Doing all this schoolwork at home is fatiguing. Your classmates feel it too and our teachers are here to support
and uplift all of us. However, support from your teachers only works if the work being handed to us is then
completed. Please know that it’s okay to ask for help. At some point, things come to an end. I want the
“zero-motivation” days to come to an end. If you ever need a helping hand, ask for it. Humans have two hands and
work is done better when there is more than the same two eyeballs looking for change.
We didn’t think this pandemic would be the way it is today. We are all used to being able to hangout with
family and friends in person. Especially during the holidays we would like to be with friends and family but now
we would have to quarantine for about 10-14 days just to make sure we do not have the virus. We have social
distancing and wear masks. We have social media to be able to “see”our loved ones. With these hard times, working
and doing school at home, we all should be checking in on our family and friends. Whether it be through social
media or calling, reaching out would make anyone’s day a bit better. And you need it too, even if it is just for a few
minutes. Keeping in touch will improve and strengthen the relationship between your friends and family.
In conclusion, staying positive is challenging when you aren’t clean and organized. As Stacy London says,
“You should feel beautiful and you should feel safe. What you surround yourself with should bring you peace of
mind and peace of spirit.” I personally think you can take this quote and put it into your life perspective right now
as a student during covid times.
Wednesday: “Winter Wonderland”

Spirit Week Photos
Monday: “Woke up like this”

Thursday: Santa Hats & Plaid Shirts

Tuesday: “Teacher Tuesday”

Beo Boi: A Trick Translation to Tease Your Cranial
Considerations
By Teriscovkya Smith

Many of you are familiar with Nobel Prize winner Seamus Heaney’s verse translation of
Beowulf and its tales of brooding monsters and true heroism. Maria Headley’s 2020 modern
translation of one of the world’s oldest surviving works of literature is beyond brilliant, it’s the bomb.
While Headley stays true to the original text, copied by scribes a thousand years ago in Anglo-Saxon
or Old English, she modernizes aspects of the poem that no translation has to this date: The
vernacular.
Headley presents the poem in our modern English language, which makes this difficult text
accessible while peeling back layers to reveal some of the complexities of its foes. The structure of
the poem remains intact, including the alliteration, caesurae, and crafty kennings that helped the scop,
or poet, with his performance and allowed for the audience to easily follow the storyline. Headley’s
poet, a sometimes judgmental and interesting character, begins with, “Bro!
Tell me we still know how to speak of kings!” (Line 1), commanding the audience’s attention as the
stage is set for Beowulf’s many battles. However, this translation also examines the complexities of its
monsters and entices its audience to consider their aspirations. Grumpy Grendel, stripped of happiness
thanks to his ancestor’s naughty ways, “was broken, and would not brook peace, / desist in dealing
deaths, or die himself” (Lines 151-152). Headley allows us to enter the psyche of this tortured soul,
and while we continue to root for Beowulf’s victory, one can’t help but feel some pity as Grendel runs
to his grave, having lost his arm and a battle against a world that rejects him.
This loss becomes the metaphor that fuels our other dastardly beasts.
Driven to avenge the death of her son, Grendel’s mother in this translation is
a “warrior-woman” (Line 1258) whose strength is a match to any man’s and her prowess in battle
highlights our aging hero’s weaknesses, suggesting the raw power and grit found in those who have
suffered a loss. The dragon, who later became J.R.R Tolkien’s inspiration for Smog, of Hobbit fame,
gains new depth. Headley’s dragon is still irked by a stolen goblet, but careful translation reveals a
feminine beast, powerful and “hungry for hoards” (Line 2274). Headley plays with gender, loss,
revenge, and greed as her dragon wreaks havoc on Beowulf’s land and people. She exposes
Beowulf’s Achilles heel - age, and reinforces the fact that when it comes to our own inner monsters,
they will feed from our weaknesses and take hold if we don’t keep them in check, a lesson that
“Everybody’s gotta learn sometime” (2590). Bro, this is a rockin’ read.

Peanut Butter Kiss
Cookies
Makes about 5 dozen cookies

By Hailey Goodwin
Ingredients:

Rocket League
By Parker Kenick and Bode Leeper

Rocket League is a game published in 2015 by Psyonix. Though

it may just look like soccer with cars, there is surprisingly more to it. It
requires teamwork and some hard earned skills just to be decent. You
don’t even have to have an interest in soccer to enjoy this game and the
best part about it is that it’s now free for all devices (not on mobile).
The main purpose for this article isn’t to explain what this game is,
but actually how to get a good start on it.
● The first thing to do is locate freeplay and practice even hitting the
ball. Many people just jump into some games right off the bat,
which isn’t a bad thing, but getting used to the game takes at least
20-30min.
● After playing a little bit, you may want to mess around with your
controller and camera settings a little. It may not seem that bad, but
Preparation:
later your settings really start to matter.
● It helps to think about how the physics of the game is a lot like
Step 1: sift together flour, baking soda, and salt; set aside. Using an
electric mixer, cream together butter, peanut butter, ½ cup granulated
pool, depending on how hard you hit the ball and where you make
sugar, and light brown sugar. Next, add milk and vanilla and beat until
contact with it is what you need to keep in mind.
blended. Slowly add flour mixture and mix. If the dough is too soft, chill
● Start getting into some matches, maybe get some friends to play as
in the refrigerator for an hour.
it’s the best way to get better, and be patient. There isn’t any fast
Step 2: Preheat the oven to 375 degrees. Line a cookie sheet with
way to get good, you have to spend a long time mastering all of the
parchment paper. Roll the dough into 1-inch balls. (If you want a
aspects of the game.
specific number of cookies, divide the dough into 5 and shape each
● Definitely learn from much better people as well, maybe content
piece into 12 balls.)
creators, or one of us at bleeper@nomeschools.org or
Step 3: Coat the cookie in sugar and place 2 inches apart on the
parchment-lined cookie sheet. Bake until light and puffed, about 6-8
pkenick@nomeschools.org.
minutes. Remove from the oven, add a Hershey’s Kiss until it cracks
● You can ask us questions and maybe even ask us to coach you a
slightly. Put the cookies back in the oven for another 2-3 minutes or
little, at least one of us is usually open. If you enjoy this game
until they’re lightly golden brown. Let cool completely and then serve :)
competitively, consider joining our High School Esports team!
1 ¾ cups all-purpose flour
1 teaspoon baking soda
½ teaspoon salt
4 ounces butter at room temperature
½ cup smooth peanut butter
½ cup granulated sugar (and some for rolling)
½ cup light brown sugar
1 large egg
1 tablespoon milk, half & half, oat milk, or nut milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
5 dozen (one 11-ounce package) unwrapped Hershey’s Kisses

The Conflicted Existence of Mr. Claus
By Colin McFarland

🎩

People like to be happy, and work likes to get in the way of that happiness. Solution? Holidays. Everyone takes a day off
to do things that make them happy, honestly so smart. Who came up with that? Anyways, among those holidays is Christmas,
pretty much the greatest holiday of all time. Most people who celebrate Christmas can agree on that fact, who doesn’t like free
stuff and pretty lights? But something, or rather someONE, that is absolutely not agreed upon, is the existence of a certain
bearded fat man.
The story of our jolly home intruder dates back as early as the 3rd century with the very real Saint Nicholas. This man
was a monk who was known for his extreme generosity and kindness as well as being a savior of children. Apparently he gave
away like all his wealth. Pretty cool guy not gonna lie. More and more people caught wind of his acts of kindness and pretty
soon, man was famous. And then he died, but people liked him so much they had a feast day in his honor on December 6th,
where it was considered lucky to get married or make large purchases. Sound familiar? The legend of Old Saint Nicholas spread
all across Europe and eventually came to America when New York news reporters began reporting on Dutch families
celebrating his death.
The name Santa Claus eventually evolved from their nickname for him “Sinter Klaas.” Over time, Mr. Claus became
more and more popular in America and his modern image began to manifest. And then in 1822 Clement Clarke Moore wrote a
poem known as “Twas The Night Before Christmas” where Santa Claus was described with many of the magical traits we know
him for today. Then in 1881, Thomas Nast took the image described in the poem and drew the fat, jolly, bearded man in a red
suit that we see today. Bam, everyone’s got a facial composite of the man who snuck in their chimney and feasted upon their
cookies and milk.
Now the question is whether Kris Kringle, St. Nicholas, Mr. SANTA CLAUS is really an immortal being who hasn’t
gotten tired of giving gifts over his upwards of 1,000 year lifespan. Orr, a man who died a long time ago showed people the
value of being generous and people thought they’d throw in a little fantasy for the fun of it while they celebrated his life and
those values. But, honestly I think an eternal jolly cookie burglar is highly plausible and it’s way more fun to believe that he’s
rocketing across the wintry night skies with a bunch of reindeer anyways.

The Struggle is REAL

💀

By Alicyn Bahnke & Cameron Minix

Are you struggling with doing school at home? Well you my friend are in luck, Alicyn and I have just the thing. A
Nanook news article! Whoop whoop!! Anyways here are some tips to help you stay on top of things.
Prioritize! What helps me a ton is getting the bigger Make a space! I usually get caught up doing work in my bed,
worksheets done first and then moving onto the smaller what this is telling my brain is “oh you are laying down,
assignments. Doing this gives me a sense of accomplishment maybe you should take a break,” that break lasts all day…
because you got the biggest thing done first, it is like ending What I find effective is working at either the dining room
table or a coffee table, because it forces my brain to be
on a bang.
productive.
Distractions! What could be holding you back is distractions
(loud noises, loud objects, etc.). So, what may help is
listening to music. Maybe whip out a pair of headphones or
turn music on the TV.

Pace yourself! Work on one thing at a time, pace yourselves
and take breaks if needed, this is because you don’t want to
exhaust yourself. You could also set a timer and work for 40
minutes before you take a break. This will help with fatigue.

Silence your phone! Put your phone across the room or just
away from you in general. You could also turn off your wifi
or data. This will help you be less distracted because of the
need to see who snapped you or what the latest tik tok trend
is. I find that it helps me.

Make a list! Another method to help me get work done I

Reward yourself! If you’re anything like me, you always
have a ton of assignments to do all at once because you wait
until the last possible minute… So you get a bunch of work
done and thennnn you can reward yourself. The reward could
be as simple as 15-20 mins on your phone, a mental break,
food, or your favorite drink. Or in my case Netflix or a nap.

Get outside! One last proposal, remember to go outside!

need to do is writing or typing it out. I just cross it off the list
as I finish each assignment. This helps me feel successful as I
accomplish one task at a time.

Even if just a couple minutes, it’s still nice to get some fresh
air. I am proud of you for even getting out of bed to those of
you who struggle.

Don’t forget to check in on your friends, classmates, teachers, and family. Have fun! Stay safe and remember to follow
health mandates!:). Just kidding I lied I have one last thing that could help you. From the wise words of Mrs. Husemann,
“Spend a few hours in the morning and afternoon on homework. If you have Google meets, plan your time to do homework on
days you do not have Google meets.” This will mean getting up early even if you don’t have a morning Google Meet for class…
I know it's dreadful. But hey, it helps and if anything you have a more free evening/afternoon to do whatever you choose to do.

Voter Fraud
by Lucas Marvin and Dawson Schaeffer

What is voter fraud? Voter fraud, sometimes referred
to as electoral fraud, involves illegal interference with the
process of an election, either by increasing the vote share of a
favored candidate, or depressing the vote share of a rival
candidate. Voter fraud has dated back to as early as the 1950s
in the U.S., but has become an even bigger thing in recent
years. Through almost the past five Presidential elections,
voter fraud has been an accusation by the losing candidate’s
parties. The craziest accusation of voter fraud has been pretty
recent, and it occurred in this year's election.
Following this year's election, and Trump’s loss, all he
has claimed is voter fraud. After losing by 74 electoral votes,
Trump says it couldn’t have been a fair election. Even during
the election, Trump was tweeting things like, “stop the
count.” After the election Trump took more of his claims to
twitter saying, “People in Georgia got caught cold bringing in
massive numbers of ballots and putting them in voting
machines. Great job.” Trump has even stated there's going to
be another election day.
Voter fraud doesn't have to be on such a large scale as
the presidential election, and it happens more than you might
think. Recently there have been 1,302 proven instances of
voter fraud around the country, with most leading to a
criminal conviction. But what qualifies as voter fraud?
Changing votes on a ballot, submitting false ballots, either on
a large or small scale, is voter fraud. Depending on the
offense the penalty can be more or less severe, but you can
expect a fine of $300 to $500 dollars. Some fines can be as
large as $5,000.
Most cases of voter fraud aren’t on a huge scale, but
rather a small deviation in the election results. The major
problems occur when a large company or campaign
compensate people to vote a certain way, or they produce
ballots with the result they want. Although voter fraud does
happen, it is usually hard to cover up on a large scale, so if the
election was tampered with, some evidence should exist.

NBMHS Math Department - Bringing awareness
to Pythagorean Theorem Day 12/16/2020!

Team French Fry Dominates the
Field in the Final Rounds of the
Nitroball Tournament to win the
Nanook High SchooL PE
Championships
By Brooks Fry

In the fortunately timed tournament that crowned its
champion on the final day of school before we shut down for
Semester One, Team French Fry was untouchable. In the
semi-final match, Team French Fry took on the number one
ranked team going into the tournament, Team Franklin &
Friends. The Fries defeated The Friends 20-10 in a game where
Coach Claire had her team performing flawlessly throughout.
Team Franklin & Friends played well after a strong season and,
despite the loss put up a good effort that they can be proud of.
During the Championship match, it was more of the same
top-notch performance by Team French Fry. In a tournament
where Da Bears had been undefeated, the Fries served up a
healthy heap of humble pie with another decisive 20-10 victory.
Similar to the Friends, Da Bears turned in a respectable
performance, but hand it to the Fries for stealing the day with
convincing victories in both contests.
Overall it was a good season and a great tournament.
Thanks to Mr. Brown for serving as tournament director in Mr.
Fry’s quarantining absence and a big thank you to Mr. Callahan
for broadcasting the championship games on the school’s
website.
The Champion French
Fries were coached by Claire
Fry, with team members Joe
Barone, Gabrielle
Anungazuk, Kenosha
Kiyuklook, and Dyelan
Curtis.
The second-place team, Da
Bears were coached by
Charity Lewis, with team
members Joe Martinson,
David Siedelmann, Nakita
Crisci-Olanna, Natallie
Tobuk, and Guerin
Aninguyou.

Salmon in the Fish Lab
By Ms. Liben

A few weeks ago, after finishing a few things in the
fish lab, Phyllis called me over to her desk. She had a twinkle
in her eye and a mischievous grin across her face which only
meant one thing...Phyllis was up to something. As her class
worked diligently on a project, she motioned towards them
with her head. “They wanted to know what is going on in that
room over there,” she said, referring to the fish lab located
behind the work carving station in her room. “Oh, yea?” I
replied, my own anticipation growing at this point knowing
full well where this conversation was going. She looked me
straight in the eye and said, “I told them you are growing
dinosaurs!”
While I wish this were the truth, growing dinosaurs at
Nome-Beltz would require just a little more equipment,
manpower, space, and paperwork than we currently can
provide and manage at our lovely school. So back in
September, the science department decided to take the
second-best option and revamp the school’s fish lab that had
been patiently waiting to be rediscovered by some nerdy
science teachers. (Let me tell you, after stumbling upon this
room it certainly felt like Christmas had come early!) After
conversing back and forth with NSEDC and ADF&G, Charlie
Lean (former fisheries biologist) graciously offered us his
assistance with setting up the incubator, which consists of an
aquarium and chiller unit. Once the incubator was up and
running, I had to apply for a state permit requesting 50 chum
salmon eggs from Snake River. We were coming up at the tail
end of the collecting period for salmon eggs, but luck was on
our side and we received the go-ahead by the state right
before NSECD finished collecting eggs for their own
incubators. Once salmon eggs have been fertilized, an
external process where females must lay the eggs in the redd
before males can deposit their milt, the eggs are extremely
delicate and cannot be moved during the development
process. That being said, NSEDC’s renowned fish tech, Kevin
Knowlton, had to quickly and carefully get the eggs to our
incubator to allow cell division to take place in peace.
This being said, my Zoology class and I have learned a
lot over the last three months of monitoring the eggs during
this incubation period. For one, it’s not the most entertaining
of activities. While we are responsible for changing out the
water once a week and monitoring the temperature, pH, and
chlorine levels, the eggs themselves must be covered. This is
because at this stage before the eggs become “eyed”, they are
very sensitive to light. Too much light could damage
development and even kill the egg entirely. While we began
with 50 eggs only 3 have died under our watch, so things are
still looking good. We project to see the eggs enter the “eyed”
stage (where we literally see the eyes of the fish) at the end of
December. Perhaps another month or so after that the eggs
could begin to hatch….more on that later. ☺ Keep on the
lookout for more updates on our baby salmon in the Fish Lab!

Hunting for Health
By Lucas Marvin

Although we may be in quarantine, and everyone wants

to stay inside, we have to remember that getting outside is still
important. Many people have been getting outside less
frequently lately, which is a good thing for everyone else, but it
can be unhealthy for you. But being outside and being with
other people aren’t the same thing. A great outdoor activity to
do alone or with others, is hunting.
There are many
different ways to hunt. If
you’ve never gone hunting
before, I strongly suggest
researching or asking a
friend the basics. Of
course, this will change depending on your area. Most forms of
hunting require you to wait in one spot for your prey to come to
you. Although this may seem like just another form of sitting
around, you get quite the workout setting up and packing your
things.
Animals you can hunt in Alaska right now are caribou,
deer, elk, and mountain goat. Big game doesn’t necessarily
have to be your target. Hunting smaller animals like ptarmigan
can be just as exciting. No matter how you hunt, getting outside
is very important. Just remember, during quarantine it’s
important to stay safe, stay healthy, and to have fun.
**The views and opinions expressed in the Nanook News are that of the authors. They do not reflect the opinions
and views of Nome-Beltz Jr/Sr High School or Nome Public Schools.

